
OUR INTRODUCTION  
TO A WORLD OF OPPORTUNITY 
IS ALL ABOUT DELIVERY

A Strong Community backed by a Security Token
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“Our mission is to be the largest NFT & Crypto fund in the world, backed by a happy and functional 
community with our very own PNGVN Token.”
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 GLOBAL  NFT GROUP’S
Unique Selling Points

Our business model is a hybrid model like no other, with GNG 
you enter, earn and learn all in one place. Bringing the best of 
Community Building, investments and new technology trends, 
together as one working unit, that make business sense and 
create long term sustainability.

We are building the world’s largest happy and functional 
community with our own brand building sophisticated penguin 
NFT collection backed by our very own token. The goal is to be 
the world’s first NFT Index Fund with our own dividend paying  
PNGVN token, making the community the key to long term 
success and sustainability.

GNG gives both a short term income earning opportunity 
and a long term wealth creating strategy, all in one place.

A HAPPY, FUNCTIONAL AND ENGAGED COMMUNITY will 
make this an opportunity like no other, where you only need 
to build a community once, where everyone is rewarded, and 

where we collectively benefit from rising markets in technology 
which will see exponential growth in the coming years.

It’s all about being in the right place at the right time and 
with GNG we all have an opportunity to Build a phenomenal 
company together with a shared common goal!

Why and how because we have built the prefect business 
model, as 95% of our turnover goes back into our business 
giving much more real value to the community. As a company 
that will be audited quarterly upon listing, everything will be 
open, transparent and in the public domain.

Our commitment is to give back 50% in community bonuses, 
45% to the PNGVN tokenomics and 5% to cover operational 
costs. Never before has there been a company that will be 
driven by the community and never again will the community 
be part of a company that is 100% committed to their success. 
Together we will be a true force in the NFT and Community 
Building space.

“With GNG you can enter, earn and learn all in one place as we have developed a hybrid business model 
that has never been done before that makes business sense and creates long term sustainability.”



 RIGHT  PLACE
At the right time

Why now?
The emerging development of NFT technologies and 
products, coupled with the growing digital assets market, 
opens up great opportunities for investors. The recent 
years have seen growing volumes of capital flow into the 
NFT market, both as a way to increase wealth through 
speculation and as a way to invest in an emerging market. 
That in the future will connect Blockchain technology with 
traditional markets and this growth is deemed to continue 
into many years to come.

We have seen that for individual investors, the great variety 
of opportunities in the NFT space can be daunting, which

entails risk of losing assets or missing opportunities due 
to the lack of access to undervalued assets, but now by 
becoming a part of the GNG community, the opportunities 
are endless and the business model is designed for 
success, for those who become a part of our journey, and 
capitalise from these rising markets in perfect synergy.

This is the niche market that the GNG community and The 
PNGVN Token will impact, with phenomenal Investments 
in this market like no other company to date, together with 
a happy and functional community we have an opportunity 
to change the landscape forever.
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“Timing in Business is crucial, coupled with the right product backed by a functional community,  
it becomes explosive.”



 GLOBAL  NFT GROUP (GNG)
A strong community backed by the PNGVN Token

A Unique opportunity
Once a decade, comes a multi-fasated opportunity like no other.

In the recent decades we have had the Dotcom Boom and 
the Crypto rally, now we are at the cusp of the NFT Boom, the 
next technology trend of the decade.  This coupled with the 
predicted rise in the digital assets user market to 1.8BN users 
by 2030, makes for an explosive opportunity.

A research report by TECHNAVIO predicts an NFT Market Value 
increase from $27BN today to $147BN in 2026.

A 600% rise in the coming years and this is what we are most 
interested in.

We know that NFT’s are the next Rising Market, but the question 
was: How do we approach this opportunity in the best possible 
way for our company and clients?

For that Global NFT Group have the answer with the PNGVN 
Token., which entails a strong community backed by a security 
token.

Trend #1: A rise in the NFT market by 600% over the next three to five years 
Trend #2: A rise in the digital assets market to over a billion active users by 2030 
Trend #3: An index linked fund being the most secure financial instrument to create wealth, historically and into the future

So, we have brought together these trends in one amazing opportunity for everyday people like you! 

Let’s catch the trends together 

“We bring together community building and diverse tokenomics with financial instruments, that have been used to create wealth over and 
over again for hundreds of years, all in one explosive opportunity. Now with GNG it is the time for the community to shine.”

Global NFT Token - NFT Market 2022 - 2026

RISE of (2021-2026)

600%
2021 

Base Year
2026 

Final Year

Growth difference 
(Base year - Final year

$147.24
BN

The market is 
FRAGMENTED 
With several players 
occupying the market share

One of the key drivers 
of the market will be the 
increasing demand for 
digital assets 

• Internet Computer 
• Tezos 
• Stacks 
• Axie Infinity 
• Immutable

Key Players 43%
Of the growth will 
originate from 
APAC

• Collectibles 
• Metaverse 
• Web 3.0 Ecosystem 
• Games 
• IOT

Market Segmentation by 
Category

Source: Technavio & Coin Market Cap
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Community Building + Rise in NFT Market + Rise in Digital Assets Use Case 
these combined with an Index Linked Fund TOKEN = GNG
There are three trends that we believe will create immense wealth over the next coming years supported by extensive 
external research, and if like us you believe, then GNG is the best opportunity in the market today.



 A SHARED  RESPONSIBILITY
Is the key to success in the GNG business model 
working in perfect synergy

Community Product PNGVN Token Corporate

The key to Business 
Success is a happy 

and functional 
community, that earns 

and sustains the 
business model

The Sophisticated 
Penguin Brand Building 

NFT is a viable and 
global sales product 

for all markets

Open, Transparent 
and Audited 

company structure, 
fully regulated and 

compliant

 NFT  COMMUNITY
GNG is the next generation community in the NFT space

Communities
Most NFT communities rise from within NFT projects that 
launch with 10 000 uniquely different avatars.

Becoming a true member of the community usually 
requires you to own one of its avatars. As the community 
grows, it works towards building a joint culture and identity 
that acts as a brand to the outside world. In these cases 
it is the company that benefits from the community and 
ultimately the community that builds the wealth for the 
company. Unfortunately in these cases the majority of the 
revenue is used and goes to the founders of the company 
and the community in the long run loose out as there is no 
real business plan behind the product. If these companies 
had adopted a stronger business model things would 
have been very different!

GNG Community
Unlike in traditional markets the Blockchain, Crypto and 
NFT markets are driven by communities. Successful 
projects are built on social dynamics, unlike other 
companies the GNG community is built to be functional 
and engaged.

Exclusivity helps create demand and social status. 
However, the true power of NFT communities lies within 
the incredible marketing power that they can unleash 
on social media, as customers that transform into 
ambassadors.

This works towards building a joint culture and identity 
that acts as a brand to the outside world. We offer our 
community so much more. A unique business investment 
opportunity with both short term and long-term financial 
gains; and GNG are the only ones taking this opportunity 
forward in this way, in this rising market!

Community Building is a recognised business model and has and will continue to be a big part of business, but when it 
is done correctly it is also a sustainable business solution that can last forever. GNG are building a community that will 
be the most rewarded through its massive community rewards plan, to earn while you learn and grow. We recognise that 
a happy community earns and a functional community sustains, we are committed to supporting and delivering for our 
community because the community is the key to business success.
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Investments in a 
Rising Market with 
Quarterly Dividends 

from Listing to create 
long term security for 

all



 FACTS  & FIGURES 
Community in Action - What 6 Months Looks Like

Usage by age

19%

46%

35%

18-30 30-45 45-70

19%

46%

35%

18-30 30-45 45-70
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 OUR  PRODUCT LINE 
The Sophisticated Penguin: Our Brand Building 
NFT’s - What 6 Months Looks Like

NFTs Distributed

6 To collect, collect them all, collect then again and again, unique, one off 
pieces, individual NFTs on the Polygon Blockchain with a smart contract of 
ownership, making our product viable and for all global markets.

1 936 NFTs in total distributed to MetaMask wallets and holding 3 278 
purchased NFTs from our total 7 000 collection, with a further . Weekly NFT 
Story Board’s following the GNG Business; 27 delivered in total to date. 2 NFT 
Master Classes Delivered.

Real art, real artmanship! Our nft’s are created with original artists to maintain 
their authenticity and as the opportunity grows so too will our brand recognition.

The NFT market is not just about art. It is an evolving and growing market 
that will expand into gaming, property, ticket sales, movies, music, finance 
and much more, as traditional products move onto the blockchain via NFT 
technology, this is why the prediction of growth in this market is inevitable.

GNG offers entry into this space with our Brand Building NFTs and these open 
up to a real business opportunity for everyone.

896

329

261

129
86 71

Red Yellow Green Blue Silver Gold

41 Years
Average age

Men 79% 
Women 21%

$474
Average spend

3 535
Total members

945

377

307

143
9074

Red Yellow Green Blue Silver Gold



 COUNTRIES  BY USERS
Largest countries by registered GNG users
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1. Romania 750

2. Japan  426

3. Norway 371 

4. Austria 348

5. Sweden 309

6. Finland 208

7. Uganda 89

8. Germany 89 

9. Lithuania 68

10. Canada 54

Italy:  50

Denmark: 40

UK:  33

Croatia:  27

Turkey:  16
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“Viable Product - Global Reach.”
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 DIVERSIFIED  INVESTMENTS 
Across the Whole NFT & Crypto Landscape

Investment categories - What 6 Months Looks Like

An index fund tracks the performance of a market index, our market index will be the NFT Market. With a diversified 
investment portfolio we will hit the index and our goal is to invest in at least 200 NFT and crypto projects, this will allow 
for lower investment risk and potentially higher returns. The GNG community will be gifted the PNGVN token that will be a 
token backed by real investments in this rising market and this will secure our community within this opportunity like never 
done before. The PNGVN token will also be a dividend based token and pay out quarterly making this a secure structure 
for the long run giving value to every community member.
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“A Diversified Investment Portfolio is the greatest way to reduce risk and create wealth in a Rising Market 
where timing is Key.”



 PNGVN  TOKEN
First Ever Index Fund Dividend Token

Funds overview - What 6 Months Looks Like

Funds transferred from GNG Community $402 814

Invested - 73 Companies $234 550

Invested - 16 Crypto Currencies $73 864

Total Invested $308 414

Dividend Funds $322 251

Available Funds $94 400

Token overview

Working to a listing price of $0.50 and listing dividend of $0.03
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19 710 244
Distributed Gifted PNGVN Tokens

$0.019
Dividend Calculation

 $-

 $50 000

 $100 000

 $150 000

 $200 000

 $250 000

 $300 000

 $350 000

 $400 000

 $450 000

GNG Funds
(Transferred)

Invested
(Companies)

Invested
(Crypto)

Total
Invested

Dividend
Funds

Available
Funds

*Numbers cited above are accurate as of 03/09/2023

250M
Total Token Supply



 BEST  STRATEGY 
Investment Fund Vs PNGVN Token

Investment Fund
Fund units

Advanced portfolio management

Dividend reinvestment

Risk reduction

Convenience

Fair pricing

High entry

Cost High fees

Tax inefficiency

Poor trade execution

PNGVN Token
Token (sell when you want)

Advanced portfolio management

Dividend Pay-Out

Risk reduction

Convenience

Market pricing

Low entry Cost

Low fees

A Strong Community

Secures better Agreements

The largest difference between an Investment Fund and the PNGVN Token is the Community. With our structure and business 
model we pay out more in commissions than an ordinary Investment Fund, but we gain so much more with a regular and 
constant cash flow into the PNGVN Token securing long term wealth for all.

Sept 2023 2024 / 2025

Current Token Price
$0.20

Expected market value 
$8.00

End of 2025

Expected market value 
$37.00

 BUILDING  REAL VALUE 
The expected market predictions will create value

These components make GNG a true force in the NFT space and we pride ourselves in 100% 
delivery, transparency and accountability.  We present our true numbers, we deliver against 
those numbers and these are what we will be audited against on a quarterly basis, what you 
see is what you get and we are hugely risk averse.

PNGVN Token
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 CORPORATE   DELIVERY
An overview of what 6 Months looks like

Corporate Accountability
95% of GNG Turnover goes back into our Business Model. It’s all in the numbers and we have and will continue to deliver to 
these numbers.

50%
TO BONUSES

45%
TO GNG TOKEN

5%
TO OPERATIONAL COST

The GNG back office
The business that goes with you everywhere

Fully functional back office built with state of the art technology

Immediate payouts on every member

Full reporting functionality

8 Major updates successfully applied and administered

Payment solution integrated

287 support tickets cleared (87% within 24 hours)

Over 200 corporate Zoom calls delivered

Super Sunday training every week from going live

Our websites
GNG.COMMUNITY & GNGIM.COM are industry leading websites

Over 11 418 unique visitors to the two front end websites

Weekly updates to both websites

Continual improvements from Day 1

22 Corporate Newsletters has been sent out with an average opening rate of about 58.6%
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“Delivery Delivery, Delivery is all that we are here at GNG.”

Romania

Japan

Norway

Sweden

United Kingdom
0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25%

24.7%

21.1%

8%

7.6%

6.8%



Members 
Build the community to 30 000 Members

Listing 
List the PNGVN Token - Initial Token Offering (ITO)

Auditing 
First Fully Audited Report to be published

Dividend 
First Dividend Payout to GNG Token holders

Development 
Integration of single seamless service in Back Office to streamline the full process with an integrated payment gateway and 
immediate NFT transfer

 GNG  OFFERS YOU
A whole lot more all is one place wherever you are

NFTs

Full back office

PNGVN Tokens

Token dividend

MasterClasses

Marketing tools

 WHAT’S  NEXT
Plan for the next 6 Months
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 AT YOUR   SERVICE
Note from GNG Management

The first six months have been absolutely amazing and we are so excited for the next six months. We have set into motion a 
firm start to our business opportunity and are thrilled with the results so far. Our commitment is steadfast to deliver a world 
class business for many to be a part of and share in a collective common goal. We know that if we stick to the numbers and 
our business plan then the huge upside will set many on a path to financial freedom and also long term security. Business 
is never designed to be easy or to cut corners and taking the right path may take longer but will give us all long term security 
and sustainability.

It has been a huge pleasure to work with leaders from around the world and the love and commitment that we have 
experienced has been humbling. We will continue to engage and support our leaders and the whole GNG community to 
take our business plans forward and delivery will be the key to our continual success. We would like to extend our heartfelt 
thanks to all who have been a part of our journey so far and will continue with our servant leader mentality to enhance our 
opportunity even further.

Everything starts from nothing and has the potential to excel if nurtured and delivered in the correct manner, GNG has been, 
and will continue to be a key driver in business delivery, with a continued commitment to be with you every step of the way.

DISCLAIMER
The summaries and valuations in this document have been arbitrarily (without a full audit, but with best judgement, integrity 
and true numbers collated to the date of print), determined by GNG Management and do not purport to be complete or, 
necessarily bear, accurate descriptions to the full documents or relationship to the market value, assets, book value or potential 
future earnings of the company or any other recognised criteria of value. When used in this report the words “Forecasts”, 
“Plans”, “Estimates”, “Projections” and other similar expressions are intended to qualify forward-looking statements. Such 
statements are subject to various external environments that could cause actual results to differ materially from projected 
results. No assurance can be made as to actual results.

GNG declares that the referred to summaries and valuations have been determined in good faith and to the best of their 
knowledge and belief and the 6 month figures are true to actual business number based on the deliverables described.

GNG Management
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“Business is not about doing the easy things, it’s about doing the right things and the right things are usually 
harder but give the greatest results. We are planning to be here for a very long time.”

GNG Storyboard
Week 2 - “Do-Teach-Repeat” A System built for success

After the Grand Launch last week, the sophisticated PNGVN’s are on a serious mission to grow the 
largest NFT and Crypto Fund in the world.  There simple “Do-Teach-Repeat” system is designed for 
success, but if you are going to do it, DO IT RIGHT!  All it takes is YOU and TWO!  Follow the system for 
success and make sure everyone is your team does the same, and in no time soon you’ll be a team of 
Gold Hat PNGVN’s, teaching the world a better way to grow a happy and functional community!



GLOBAL NFT GROUP
www.GNG.Community / www.GNGIM.com

Contact@GNG.Community / Contact@GNGIM.com
Chuchubiweg 17, Willemstad, Curacao 

Company no.: 163401

WITH YOU EVERY STEP OF THE WAY
“BUILT FOR THE COMMUNITY

BY THE COMMUNITY”

© 2023 Global NFT Group. All Rights Reserved.


